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team, pay attention to the following link:
Â .Is there a word or phrase that means
“resembling a piece of furniture,” but

avoiding descriptions like “piece of
furniture”? You know, like say something
like “light-orange table.” Furniture is a

pretty loaded word that seems to have a
few people demanding the English

language evolve in order to be more
inclusive to all shapes, sizes, and textures
of furniture. For instance, the PSA-73 has

a section on furniture’s “gendered
nomenclature” that describes furniture as
being “heavy and big,” “made of wood,”
“big and bulky” (with child-sized furniture
considered the “exception that proves the

rule”), and more; when talking about
furniture, the PSA-73 reminds us that
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“heavy is a type of being as well as a type
of furniture.” This is fantastic, and the
examples they cite (a “heavy wooden
chest”) are just plain powerful. I highly

recommend checking out PSA-73,
because it’s an organization that’s

working to eliminate every negative thing
it can from our language, starting with

words like “geek” and “nerd.”#!/bin/sh #
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